
A shared future
A better future



These are exciting times for Barony and Sanmex. And we hope they will be for
our customers too.

The goods news is our customers now have at their service a combined operation 
that will create the largest, independent aerosol manufacturer in the UK, with huge, 
specialist expertise in contract fill and own-label products.

The culture of the new organisation will remain resolutely one of active research 
and development.

This new and dynamic combination of skills will bring product and service 
innovation to an even longer list of blue-chip clients, both at home and on the 
wider global stage.

In our sector, innovation is everything. To serve our customers, it’s vital we
retain our edge. 

The merger between Barony and Sanmex is a huge step forward to ensure this 
happens. Across both manufacturing sites, in Irvine and Rutherglen.

It’s good for our thinking, our products and our processes. 

It’s also good for our people. But most of all, it’s good for our customers. It allows us 
to respond and anticipate their needs in bigger and better ways than ever before.

As we enter this new era of change our aim remains the same.
To be the very best we can be, right at the cutting edge.

We’re stronger as collaborators than as competitors Size allows us to keep ahead of the market through innovation 

 Stronger together  Bringing our customers an even better offering 
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At Barony and Sanmex we have a shared belief.

That plant, facilities and people should work together for one reason only.

To add value.

To our customers. To peoples’ daily lives. For us, this is the perfect formula.

It’s also the foundation on which this exciting merger is being built.

This means state of the art innovation to bring an even wider range of products to life.

Increased efficiency and effectiveness in our joint manufacturing capabilities.

Synergies and economies of scale through bigger and better centralised purchasing.

    A formula for success
   All the elements needed



Two leading global names coming together with one shared belief. 

To deliver unrivalled new product development for our customers. 

How?

By harnessing and combining our research and development and innovative production techniques.

To create new products.

To improve existing ones.

To update our processes to be the very best they can be.

Barony and Sanmex.

Two names. One brighter future.

    Learning and innovation                      A brighter future



A shared future
A better future

Please contact us, if you would like more details and updates.

BARONY UNIVERSAL - 5 Riverside Way, Riverside Business Park, Irvine KA11 5DJ. 0845 872 8872  www.baronyuniversal.com
SANMEX INTERNATIONAL - Dalmarnock Road, Glasgow G73 1NY. 0141 647 2244  www.sanmex.com


